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Recently evidence for gamma ray lines at energies of approximately 111 and 128 GeV has been
found in Fermi-LAT data from the center of the galaxy and from unassociated point sources. Many
explanations in terms of dark matter particle pairs annihilating to γγ and γZ have been suggested,
but these typically require very large couplings or mysterious coincidences in the masses of several
new particles to fit the signal strength. We propose a simple novel explanation in which dark matter
is part of a multiplet of new states which all have mass near 260 GeV as a result of symmetry. Two
dark matter particles annihilate to a pair of neutral particles in this multiplet which subsequently
decay to γγ and γZ. For example, one may have a triplet of pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons,
pih± and pi
h
0 , where pi
h
± are stabilized by their charge under a new U(1) symmetry and the slightly
lighter neutral state pih0 decays to γγ and γZ. The symmetry structure of such a model explains
the near degeneracy in masses needed for the resulting photons to have a line-like shape and the
large observed flux. The tunable lifetime of the neutral state allows such models to go unseen
at direct detection or collider experiments that can constrain most other explanations. However,
nucleosynthesis constraints on the pih0 lifetime fix a minimum necessary coupling between the new
multiplet and the Standard Model. The spectrum is predicted to be not a line but a box with a
width of order a few GeV, smaller than but on the order of the Fermi-LAT resolution.
Introduction: Dark matter makes up 80% of the
matter in our universe, but its nature continues to be
elusive. A number of independent lines of evidence offer
a persuasive picture of dark matter’s existence and grav-
itational interactions, but it is unclear whether it has
interactions that are stronger than gravity with known
Standard Model particles. Recently, a striking observa-
tion has been made of monochromatic gamma ray emis-
sion near the center of the galaxy [1, 2], with energy about
128 GeV. Subsequent studies [3, 4] have shown that there
may be a second line with an energy of about 111 GeV
(see also [5]), and that both lines also show up in unas-
sociated sources in the Fermi-LAT catalogue [6]. This
is suggestive of dark matter annihilating to γγ and γZ,
with the unassociated sources as potential dark matter
subhalos within the Miky Way. However, there remain
uncertainties about whether the line could be due to a
systematic error, especially due to troubling hints of a
signal in the Earth limb [4, 7].
FIG. 1. A model of DM + DM → γ + γ often implies the
existence of a tree-level annihilation, by cutting the loop.
Because dark matter charge is constrained to be
tiny [8, 9], a model in which two dark matter particles
annihilate to two photons will generally rely on annihi-
lation through a loop of charged particles. As illustrated
in Figure 1, this will imply the existence of a tree-level
annihilation process to charged particles (whenever they
are light enough to be kinematically accessible). These
charged particles can radiate photons and frequently de-
cay to showers of hadrons that can in turn decay to fur-
ther photons. This would appear as a continuum spec-
trum of gamma rays that have not yet been seen in Fermi-
LAT data, ruling out many models fitting the lines, in-
cluding MSSM neutralinos [10–12] (except for a tuned
case involving internal bremsstrahlung [1, 13]).
Estimates of the strength of the line vary from about
1.3 to 5.1 ×10−27 cm3/s [2, 14], and depend to some ex-
tent on assumptions about the halo properties. For the
simplest cases of DM annihilating through a loop, this
requires rather large couplings, even allowing for numer-
ical enhancements from coincidences in the mass of the
DM and the charged particle in the loop [15–17]. (Similar
remarks apply to UV completions of MiDM/RayDM [18,
19].) Another possible source of enhancement is from
s-channel exchange of a pseudoscalar [17, 20–22] or (for
γZ without γγ) vector [23], but this again requires a tun-
ing of the mass in the propagator for an enhancement.
(Another interesting model that predicts this topology
is Goldstone fermion dark matter [24].) These models
could be probed at colliders [18] or in direct detection
experiments [25].
A strikingly different option is the possibility that the
gamma ray lines are actually narrow box-shaped fea-
tures [26, 27]. This occurs when dark matter annihilates
to (pseudo)scalar states which in turn decay to two pho-
tons (or γ + Z), as shown in Figure 2. The gamma rays
arising from these decays have energy bounded between
1
2
(
mDM ±
√
m2DM −m2pi
)
, becoming a sharp line in the
limit mpi → mDM. This motivates the study of mod-
els with mDM ≈ 2Eline ∼ 260 GeV, with a pseudoscalar
nearby in mass [17, 27–29]. Because the annihilation pro-
cess in this case is tree-level, it is much easier to accom-
modate the values of σv that fit the data. On the other
hand, because the decay process, which is the only con-
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2FIG. 2. The process DM+DM→ pih0 +pih0 , for a pseudoscalar
pih0 which subsequently decays to photons, leads to a box-
shaped gamma-ray spectrum [26, 27]. The goal of our model
is to explain the narrowness of the box by placing the DM
and pih0 in the same multiplet due to some symmetry, with
nearly the same mass.
nection to the Standard Model, can be relatively delayed,
one can imagine hidden sector dark matter that is diffi-
cult to probe in collider or direct detection experiments.
Our goal in this paper is simply to point out that the
coincidence mDM ≈ mpi has a beautifully simple explana-
tion if dark matter and the pseudoscalar pi are members
of a multiplet. For example, consider low-energy QCD,
in which the charged pions are slightly heavier than the
neutral pion. In a world without weak interactions, the
charged pions would be stable, but could annihilate to
neutral pions. This will be the basis for our model: a
heavier copy of QCD, with stable “charged” pions con-
stituting the dark matter, where the charge is under a
new U(1) symmetry. The neutral pion, through a higher-
dimension operator, can decay to photons. This decay,
in our model, gives rise to the gamma rays observed by
Fermi-LAT. We will also point out that Big-Bang nucle-
osynthesis (BBN) constraints on the pi lifetime impose a
limit to how weakly coupled dark matter and the Stan-
dard Model can be in such models.
A Simple Pion Model: Our model for the narrow
box-shaped gamma ray features mimics a subset of the
fields of QCD. We take an SU(N) gauge group with mat-
ter content displayed in Table I. U(1)X is a new abelian
symmetry which stabilizes the dark matter. The p and q
fields may be thought of as analogues of the up and down
quark in QCD. In addition, we assume the existence of a
light axion field a which couples to the field strengths of
both hypercharge and the SU(N) group (denoted Haµν):
Laxion = cBαY
8pi
a
fa
BµνB˜µν +
αN
8pi
a
fa
HaµνH˜aµν . (1)
This axion gets a mass from SU(N) instantons and is not
the QCD axion.
We assume that there are mass terms mppp + mqqq,
with mp 6= mq and mp,q < ΛN , where ΛN is the con-
finement scale of SU(N). The theory above the scale ΛN
enjoys a U(2)L× U(2)R symmetry, which as in QCD is
broken to the diagonal. This results in Nambu-Goldstone
bosons pih±, pi
h
0 , and η
h
0 , where subscripts refer to U(1)X
charges and the superscript h reminds us that these are
SU(N) U(1)X
p  +1/2
p  −1/2
q  −1/2
q  +1/2
TABLE I. Field content of the model’s hidden sector. The
fields are all taken to be left-handed Weyl fermions.
FIG. 3. The process pih0 → γγ in our model. It proceeds by
mixing with a light axion a that couples both to FF˜ and HH˜.
The pih0 can only decay in this way through its mixing with
the ηh0 state, which requires isospin breaking mp 6= mq.
hidden-sector fields, not QCD pions. Like the η′ in QCD,
the ηh0 is not a true Nambu-Goldstone boson but obtains
a mass through the U(1)A axial anomaly. Unlike QCD
pions, pih± are stable, due to being the lightest particles
charged under U(1)X . We assume pi
h
± are dark matter,
and the observed annihilation process is:
pih+pi
h
− → pih0pih0 , pih0 → γγ, γZ. (2)
The pih0 decay proceeds through mixing as shown in Fig. 3
and explained in more detail below. The pih fields are
made massive by the explicit symmetry breaking mp,q,
and isospin breaking mp 6= mq breaks all remaining sym-
metries except U(1)X , allowing the pi
h
0 and η
h
0 to mix.
Because both the overall mass scale mpi± and the split-
ting δmpi ≡ mpi± −mpi0 are important for understanding
the dark matter annihilation signal, we will briefly re-
view the derivation of these quantities from the chiral
Lagrangian (see e.g. [30] for details). We work with a
nonlinear sigma model field U = eipi
h/fpi , where
pih =
(
pih0 + η
h
0
√
2pih+√
2pih− −pih0 + ηh0
)
. (3)
Taking M to be a diagonal mass matrix for the fields
p and q, we can understand the masses and mix-
ings of various states from the chiral Lagrangian L =
1
4f
2
piTr
[
∂µU
†∂µU
]
+µ
f2pi
2 Tr
[
U†M +M†U
]− 12m2η0 (ηh0 )2.
Here µ is determined by the GOR relation [31] to be
−〈q¯q〉0 /f2pi and the mass term for the ηh0 represents the
topological susceptibility effect [32, 33]. This leads to a
mass matrix in the (pih0 , η
h
0 ) basis:
M20 =
(
(mp +mq)µ (mp −mq)µ
(mp −mq)µ (mp +mq)µ+m2η0
)
. (4)
3Assuming m2η0  mp,qµ, and continuing to expand the
chiral Lagrangian, we derive a small splitting between
the charged and neutral pion states:
m2pi± = (mp +mq)µ (5)
δmpi =
(mp −mq)2 µ2
2mpi±m
2
η0
. (6)
Because the splitting is of second order in the quark mass
difference, it is natural for the pion multiplet to be fairly
degenerate. Of course, this mixing effect also means that
the light mass eigenstate is not purely pih0 , but contains
an admixture
(mq−mp)µ
m2η0
of the ηh0 state.
The chiral Lagrangian leads to a scattering amplitude
A(pih+pih− → pih0pih0 ) = s/f2pi = 4m2pi+/f2pi at tree level,
where in the last step we took the nonrelativistic limit
relevant for dark matter annihilation. This implies that
σv =
m2pi+
4pif4pi
√
1− m
2
pi0
m2pi+
(7)
≈ mpi+
4pif4pi
|mp −mq|µ
mη0
. (8)
To relate some of the parameters appearing in this for-
mula, we will scale up QCD with the large-N estimates
µ ≈ 77fpi/
√
N and mη0 ≈ 31fpi/N .
Using the large-N estimate for the matrix element〈
0
∣∣∣HaµνH˜aµν∣∣∣ η0〉 [32], we can estimate that the mass
mixing between the light mostly-pih0 mass eigenstate and
the axion a is:
Lmix ≈ 1
2
√
2
(mp −mq)µfpi
fa
apih0 . (9)
This mixing leads to a positive shift in mpi0 at the sec-
ond order in perturbation theory. Requiring it to be
smaller than the negative contribution in Eq. (6), we find
fa >∼ fpimη/mpi. For a TeV scale QCD-like sector, this
amounts to fa >∼ 104 GeV. The pih0 decay width is:
Γ(pih0 → γγ) =
c2Bα
2
2048pi3
(
mp −mq
mp +mq
)2 f2pim3pi0
f4a
. (10)
The relative widths of the subdominant processes are
(where tW ≡ tan θW with θW the Weinberg angle):
Γ(pih0 → γZ)
Γ(pih0 → γγ)
= 2t2W
(
1−
(
mZ
mpi0
)2)3
≈ 0.4, (11)
Γ(pih0 → ZZ)
Γ(pih0 → γγ)
= t4W
(
1−
(
2mZ
mpi0
)2)3/2
≈ 0.03. (12)
Axion couplings to WW˜ and GG˜ which change the
branching ratios are allowed, provided they are small
enough to evade continuum bounds. Almost independent
of the cosmological history of the universe, we expect that
the relic abundance of pih0 and pi
h
± states would be com-
parable, because they are related by a symmetry that is
only mildly broken. (This is generic but loopholes could
exist, e.g. a chemical potential for U(1)X .) Given the
present-day relic abundance of pih±, the hadronic decays
of the Z lead to a BBN constraint that the pih0 lifetime
be <∼ 100 seconds [34], imposing fa <∼ 107 GeV. Note a
similar bound will apply in any model in which DM and
pih0 abundances are related by a symmetry.
The axion mass is estimated as
m2a ≈
1
f2a
mpmq
(mp +mq)
2m
2
pi0f
2
pi , (13)
up to subleading corrections proportional to
(mp −mq)2 [35]. Its decay width is
Γ(a→ γγ) = c
2
Bα
2
256pi3
m3a
f2a
. (14)
The axion-like particles’ cosmological and laboratory
constraints are summarized in [36, 37]. In our case, they
restrict fa <∼ 106 GeV.
Taking into account of all the constraints on the hid-
den pions and axion and one additional cosmological con-
straint N <∼ 12 [38], we give a benchmark point
fpi = 0.8 TeV, N = 3, mp = 1.53 GeV, mq = 0.31 GeV,
δmpi = 0.05 GeV, σveff = 1.3× 10−27cm3/s,
mpi± = 256 GeV, fa = 10
5 GeV, ma = 0.6 GeV,
cB = 1, τpih0 = 1× 10
−8 s, τa = 5× 10−6 s. (15)
Here σveff is the cross section from Eq. 7 weighted for
direct comparison to the line strength for the hypothe-
sis DM DM → γγ as estimated in the literature. (In
other words, we have rescaled by a factor of 2 because
we have twice as many photons per dark matter annihi-
lation.) Further possible bounds on the self-interactions
pih+pi
h
− → pih+pih− [39, 40] are far too weak to constrain
this model. To see this, note that these interactions
are controlled by the chiral Lagrangian and have σv ∼
m2pi+/(4pif
4
pi) ≈ 5 pb, many orders of magnitude smaller
than the ∼ 0.1 barn/GeV bounds on self-interactions.
As an alternative to the axion with very similar phe-
nomenology, one could add heavy fields `, ¯`charged under
both SU(N) and U(1)Y . Integrating them out produces
operators coupling the ηh0 to BµνB˜
µν , suppressed by m4` .
Again, the BBN constraint that the τpih0
<∼ 100 s imposes
an upper bound, in this case m` <∼ 105 GeV.
Width of the box-like feature: In our benchmark
point, the width of the box-like spectral feature is
∆E =
√
2mpi+δm ≈ 2.5
√
N |mp −mq| ≈ 5 GeV.(16)
One can ask what range of widths for the feature are
expected in a range of models, if we fix the cross section
and dark matter mass. The cross section scales as σv ∼
mpi+∆E/f
4
pi , so to fix σv one must scale fpi ∼ ∆E1/4.
4(The reasonable range of N is limited, so varying N as
well as fpi has at most an order-one effect.) On the other
hand, the pion mass scales as ∼ (mp + mq)fpi. Hence,
if we aim to fix the dark matter mass and cross section,
we can only significantly alter ∆E by tuning the ratio
|mp −mq| /(mp+mq). A box much wider than 10 GeV is
disfavored by data. A box of width 100 MeV corresponds
to about a 1% tuning of the quark masses, and narrower
boxes are even more tuned. Hence, the range of spectral
features to consider is from several hundred MeV to of
order 10 GeV.
Relic abundance: The light hidden axions will con-
nect the hidden QCD sector and the SM in the same
thermal bath at high temperatures in the early Universe.
However, σv(pih+pi
h
− → pih0a) is so small that the axion will
first freeze out from the hidden sector, yielding an overly
large thermal relic abundance for pih±. One way to avoid
this difficulty is through a nonthermal cosmology with
late entropy production, which can dramatically change
the dependence of dark matter abundance on the anni-
hilation cross section [41, 42]. This will allow the right
relic abundance to be obtained, for instance for certain
lifetimes of late-decaying particles.
Other possibilities: Although we have discussed a
particular model, it bears repeating that the central idea
is that dark matter is a stable component of a multiplet
that also contains a particle that can decay to photons,
and that the states in this multiplet are nearly degener-
ate. Many other models could realize this paradigm. For
example, consider a set of states related by supersym-
metry, with the dark matter a fermionic state X˜ pro-
tected by R-parity with a decaying scalar superpartner
X → γγ. Such nearly degenerate boson/fermion pairs
are easily accommodated in simple models with a light
gravitino [43], but these are bad dark matter candidates
because the fermion will decay to its superpartner and a
gravitino. In the case of heavy gravitinos, sequestering
the multiplet from large supersymmetry breaking com-
plicates the model [44]. An intermediate regime, with
gravitino mass mG˜
>∼ mX˜ −mX ∼ 100 MeV, may form a
good compromise. Nor are pions and supermultiplets the
only options. Existing models of decaying dark matter
for the line [45, 46] could be re-engineered as models for
the decay of a state that dark matter annihilates into.
Conclusion: Typically, observable indirect detection
signals of dark matter are thought of as pointing to new
particle physics near the weak scale, interacting with
the Standard Model through renormalizable interactions.
Here we have shown that the interactions responsible for
an indirect detection signal can be weaker, suppressed by
high-dimension operators. The mass degeneracy needed
for the topology (2) to explain a line-like signal arises
from a symmetry. This symmetry in turn predicts sim-
ilar relic abundance for pih± and pi
h
0 , so BBN poses an
interesting constraint on the lifetime τpih0
<∼ 100 s. Thus,
the dark matter can be in a hidden sector, but it can-
not be completely hidden, and the possibility of probing
such sectors in terrestrial experiments deserves more at-
tention. The coincidence of the dark matter mass with
the weak scale is a puzzle, and it is tempting to suggest
that both scales could arise from a common origin in su-
persymmetry breaking. But this model stands logically
apart from such considerations; it is motivated by data
alone, and confirmation of the gamma ray lines or cor-
related signals by future experiments [47, 48] would be
the first necessary test of the idea. Our benchmark point
gives a box of 5 GeV width rather than a line. This is
narrow relative to the Fermi-LAT energy resolution, but
a confirmation that the shape is box-like rather than line-
like would be the smoking gun for a scenario like ours.
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